Internship description:
The position we are offering for the Ascham Alumni Internship Program (AAIP) is an assistant role for the company online
Finance platform. Within this role the chosen candidate will learn how to think on their feet in regards to online user experience
issues and comments and give constructive feedback on how to improve the website as a whole.

Company name:

ADS Finance

Location:

suite 14 409-411 new south head road Double Bay 2028

Company description:
ADS.finance is a debt financing platform that aims to improve the lending market by connecting borrowers, brokers and lenders.
Our mission- To connect brokers and borrowers to bank and non-bank lenders removing duplicate financial intermediary costs
and create a competitive framework for lenders and brokers to offer their products.
OUR COMMITMENT- To improve transparency in the lending market, enhancing outcomes for borrowers to obtain finance,
brokers to better service their clients, and providing lenders with online origination channels.
OUR SERVICES- ADS is a platform that provides efficient distribution for borrowers and brokers to connect with providers of
finance. We enable access to a variety of loan sources placing the power of choice with the borrower.

Internship details:
Start date:
Finish date:
Number of days per week:

–Select–

Duties and responsibilities:
- The chosen applicant will be:
- Assisting with the UX (User Experience) area of the online ADS Platform.
- Analysing and providing a full report of key areas of improvement or positive feedback.
- Liaising with Office admin staff, IT and Management.
- Researching key components for a positive experience within the platform.
- Assisting with general maintenance regarding the search finance platform.

Desirable attributes:
What we are looking for - Relevant experience within the Finance space (preferred but not essential)
- Exhibit basic computer skills and knowledge
- Display creativity and resourcefulness
- Able to communicate effective ideas and have a way to implement any new changes
- Be Responsible and diligent
- Be Motivated and able to provide efficient evidence of improvements needed for the platform
- Present time management skills and show consistent work ethic
- Have an ability to work in a team and respect others
- A willingness and want to learn, achieve and grow within a finance industry.

Application process
Please prepare a resume as well as a covering letter stipulating your interest in the above internship and your
suitability for this role.
Submit your application in a Word or PDF format to Skye Barry, Ascham Community Relations Manager, via
email at community@ascham.nsw.edu.au
The resume should include:
•
Any relevant work experience
•
Current and past tertiary courses of study
•
A minimum of two references (employment references are preferred but not essential)
•
Contact details
•
Availability for the role in 2022/2023.
Shortlisted candidates will be contacted by the host company.
Remuneration, timing and 2022 commencement date for the internship will be negotiated directly between the
successful candidate and host company. Please note the internship is first and foremost a learning experience.
The benefits of the opportunity afforded to the intern will be considered in the remuneration.
Applications close 12 August 2022

